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FINISHING OPTIONS COMPARISON CHART
NAME

Craft Coat Wood Finish
CC-FIN-6OZ

Aussie Oil
PKSWAUS2

WHAT IT DOES

BENEFITS

Craft Coat is a one-component linseed oil modified waterborne
urethane. It self cross-links when exposed to oxygen to develop
an extremely durable film that exhibits outstanding scuff, mar
and impact resistance.

Very durable
Will not yellow over time
Very little odour
Dries quickly
Great for use on exotic, dense and oily
woods
Provides depth and gloss

Aussie Oil is formulated as a fusion mixture of hard shellac and
oil, which when you apply to wood, traps oil in the matrix of the
hard shellac. It gives wood a finish with a hard, bright, high gloss.
It brings out depth in wood, making the grain pop.

Hard, high gloss finish

EEE Ultra Shine Polish
PKSWEEE

EEE Ultra Shine Polish is used as a final sanding step before
applying your finish. It is a wax that contains Tripoli powder (an
ultra-fine abrasive), which enhances the effects of sanding. It is
NOT a finish in itself - use a wax based finish over top of it (ex.
Shellawax) at high speed.

Used for both wood and plastics
Eliminates sanding marks
Greatly enhances the effects of
sanding
Brilliant shine and blemish free surface

Shellawax Liquid
PKSWAXL1

Shellawax is a liquid friction polish made for use on a wood lathe.
The hardener in the polish is activated by heat generated during
application, which fuses it to raw wood. Once the surface is dry, a crosslinking process in the finish begins (approx. 3 weeks to complete). It provides
a hard, durable finish, resistace to marks from water, alcohol and heat.

Non-toxic finish
Super easy to use
One application
Dries almost instantly
Durable finish

Hut PPP Bar Combo
HUT-PPP-COM

The Hut PPP Bar Combo is a two-step finishing process for wood.
The bars work together to remove fine scratches. Head generated
from application melts the wax into the surface of the wood.
Includes a satin gloss bar (brown) and a high gloss bar (cream).

Ready-to-use finish
No drying time
Fast, durable finish

Hut Ultra Gloss
Plastic Polish
HUT-UG-POL

Hut Ultra Gloss is a polish for plastics which removes scratches on
almost any plastic surface. It can be used with a buffer, hand
finishing, or lathe polishing.

Works on hard and soft plastics
Gives plastics a glass-like finish

Mylands High-Build
Friction Polish
MYPOL

Mylands is a quick building friction polish that is applied directly
on the lathe. It provides a high gloss finish which brings out the
natural beauty of wood.

Quick building
High gloss finish with little effort
Dries almost instantly

PSI Gloss Sealer
PKFRICT3

PSI Gloss Sealer is a liquid sealer designed to seal in the sap and
resins from species of wood that tend to sweat after a period
of time. It is a great first coat on your project regardless of the
final finishing step.

Seals in sap and resins
Gloss finish

Super Gloss
Friction Polish
PKFRICT2

Super Gloss friction polish is a lacquer based finish that is
applied to a project while still turning on a lathe. It can be
applied over semi-gloss or directly onto tight grained woods.
It seals, fills, and preserves your work.

Contains no waxes or oils
Durable, rock-hard finish
Gloss finish
Dries instantly on the lathe

